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Risk warning: CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 33% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading 
CFDs. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.
Trading carries a high level of risk to your capital and is not suitable for all investors. Leveraged products are used and should be fully understood. Past performance is 
not necessarily indicative of future results. There can be no assurance that historical or hypothetical returns will be realised and actual returns or performance may 
materially differ from that set forth. Clients are recommended to seek independent advice on derivatives trading from an appropriately authorised advisor before 
commencing any leveraged trading activity. There is a substantial risk of loss in trading. This document is not a financial promotion or offer or inducement to acquire any 
securities or exercise any rights in relation to securities.



The Alternative Investor Programme

Blackwell Global’s Alternative Investor Programme provides investors with a solution to 
allocate capital directly into a wide range of trading strategies. 

Blackwell Global adds new strategies to its platform every month so that clients can invest 
in the best performing traders and money managers on the Blackwell Global trading 
platform. 

Join a community of investors today and start investing with no extra charges or hidden 
fees.



The Investor Portal

Gain access to a diverse range of trading 
strategies listed on the Blackwell Investor Portal.

Diverse Trading Strategies 
Blackwell Global's diverse product range means there are 

strategies available across markets including FX, Indices, 

Precious Metals and Crypto. Invest in strategies across multiple 

asset classes to grow and diversify your portfolio.

Simplified Risk Management
Each strategy has undergone risk analysis to provide you with a strategies 

Alpha Score. Use our Alpha Score to help you with your strategy selection 

alongside the wide range of other statistics available on the investor portal.

Easy Monitoring & One Click Investing
View Strategy performance in real time from our online investor portal. Our free to

use portal allows you to manage your trading strategy portfolio all from one single

login.



Your Portfolio

The Blackwell Investor Portal provides you with 
complete control over your strategy selection.

Split your capital across a range of higher risk and 
lower risk trading strategies to reach investment 
goals and risk appetite. 

Full liquidity and no minimum investment period, so 
you can withdraw your equity at any time. 

YOU’RE IN 
CONTROL



Select a Strategy

Select how much capital 

you would like to allocate 

to your chosen strategy.

Click the ‘Invest’ button 

to add the strategy to 

your portfolio. 
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Discover available 

strategies using our alpha 

scores, filters and more.

Set an Amount

One-Click Invest!

How to Invest

Start building your portfolio in 3 simple steps



Find out more

Get in touch and start your investment journey with 
Blackwell Global

London
107 Cheapside,

London,

EC2V 6DN

+44 (0)203 769 9881

Bahamas
201 Church Street,

Sandyport, P.O. Box N-3406

Nassau, NP, The Bahamas

+44 (0)203 769 9881

@BlackwellGlobal

/company/blackwell-global-investments

cs@blackwellglobal.bs

blackwellglobal.com





Risk warning: CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 33% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs. You 
should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.
Trading carries a high level of risk to your capital and is not suitable for all investors. Leveraged products are used and should be fully understood. Past performance is not necessarily 
indicative of future results. There can be no assurance that historical or hypothetical returns will be realised and actual returns or performance may materially differ from that set forth. 
Clients are recommended to seek independent advice on derivatives trading from an appropriately authorised advisor before commencing any leveraged trading activity. There is a 
substantial risk of loss in trading. This document is not a financial promotion or offer or inducement to acquire any securities or exercise any rights in relation to securities.


